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Outline of Presentation

- Outline of West Japan Railway Company
  - Operating Area、Osaka Station North District
- History of Osaka Station
- Outline of Development Project of Osaka Station
  1. Construction of Plazas and Pathways
  2. Improvement of Station Equipment
  3. Construction of New Station Building
  4. Extension of "Acty Osaka"
- Present Situation of Construction
Outline of Development Project of Osaka Station

Issues

- Congestion around ticket gates, stairs and corridors due to the increase of passengers
- Passenger increase is expected because of the development of surrounding areas (e.g. North Yard)
- Responding to concerns for universal designs
- Responding to requests for a station with multi functions
1. Construction of plazas and pathways

- Extention Dome
- Japanese style plaza
- Roof farm
- Roof Plaza
- For North District of Osaka Station
- For South District of Osaka Station
- Sun plaza
- South Gate Plaza
- North Gate Plaza
- Bridge
- Under ground
- Ground floor concourse
- 2F
- Central gate
- Platform 1
- Loop line platform
- Platform 2
- Platform 3
- Platform 4
- Platform 5
- Transfer pathway
- Construction station on bridge
- Widening of ticket gates and pathway areas

2. Improvement of station equipment

- North/south pathway
- Congestion on passenger transfer pathways
- Before Improvement
- Congestion on platforms and stairs
- After Improvement
- Construction of wide 1st floor concourse
- Installing many escalators
- Congestion around ticket gates
- Widening of ticket gates and pathway areas
4. Extension of "Acty Osaka" building

**SOUTH GATE BUILDING**

**<Scale: Extension areas>**

- Floor space: approx 35,000m²
- 2 basement floors
- 16 stories
- Height: 71m

**Existing building**

("Acty Osaka")

- Sun plaza
- Department store
- South Gate Plaza
Present Situation of Construction

Grand Opening on May 4, 2011